
ITINERARY 

Accommodations may vary based on departure date. 

6 Days Premiere Hotels 

 

DAYS 1-2 

In the heart of the Seltún geothermal area, climb up a lunar-like landscape amid an array of red, orange 
and golden hues | Sweeping vistas unfold of picturesque Kleifarvatn Lake and surreal Green Lake | Hike 
past a quiet tarn, jagged cliffs, bright green pastures and lava fields with views of the North Atlantic 
Ocean and Mount Keilir | After witnessing the mighty Skógafoss, walk along picturesque “waterfall 
way,” passing 25 more waterfalls | Explore lush green canyons, pass by grazing sheep and take in views 
of the Eyjafjallajökull and Mýrdalsjökull ice caps | Return to the valley bottom by Super Jeep | Stroll the 
grounds of our hotel’s farm and visit the resident horses. 

 

DAYS 3-6 

For a special adventure, hop back in a Super Jeep for a drive across rocky lava beds, glacial outflows and 
rivers near Katla Volcano | Discover Thórsmörk, where lime-hued hillsides, snowy mountains and 
wildflowers create an alpine oasis at the end of the Laugavegur Trail | Hike from bizarre rock formations 
and canyons to beautiful viewpoints above a vibrant green wonderland | Raft the glacial blue Hvítá River 
and explore Gullfoss Canyon | Ride an Icelandic horse and walk in the Golden Circle, where the Geysir 
geothermal field awaits—Strokkur hurls steaming water 100 feet into the air and massive Gullfoss 
waterfall flows and sprays along its wide staircases | Travel in a Super Jeep over a rocky desert to find an 
awe-inspiring and untouched wilderness filled with some of the most surreal landscapes on earth—
colorful jagged peaks, ice caps, hidden verdant canyons, ancient calderas and the beautiful and smoky 
Hveradalir valley | Walk through remarkable Thingvellir National Park, where two tectonic plates meet 
and are slowly tearing away from each other | At day’s end, slip into a basalt stone hot pool at our 
unique retreat. 


